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Kudela owaziyo
2009

tells the classic story of the zulu hero chaka

Folktale Influence on the Zulu Novel
1987

winner of the grand prix for best crime novel of 2008 zulu tells the storyof ali neuman chief of the
homicide branch of the cape town police a job inwhich he must do battle with south africa s two
scourges widespread violenceand aids

Chaka
1981

the riveting life story of a south african woman who marries into the zulu royal family and after
enduring psychological and physical abuses finds the courage to leave

Selimathunzi
1997

this novel set in apartheid era rural south africa follows an urban swindler as he attempts to take
advantage of well meaning but naive villagers claiming to be on a mission of salvation but in truth
looking for instant riches both hilarious and tender it explores the fateful confrontation between
pastoral benevolence and urban slyness in a peasant countryside that is being destroyed by the
rapid loss of land and liberties

Zulu
2010

three hungry goats roam the south african landscape where just across the bridge there is a koppie
a small hill in the midst of the land that is covered in sweet green grass and would be delicious to
eat they re too afraid of the fierce monster that lives beneath the bridge to cross until one day they
are hungry enough to try each goat must test their bravery and attempt outsmarting the monster or
else be gobbled up a retelling of a beloved children s fable this story reflects african contexts while
maintaining the universal qualities of the original

Zulu Woman
1999

isihlangu sami i novel ekhuluma ngobunzima bokukhula ngaphandle kwabazali inezifundo ezinkulu
ezisifundisa ukuthi noma ngabe siphuma emakhaya ampofu kangakanani kodwa singazitheli
ngabandayo futhi singazenyezi uma impilo ibe nzima ekuqaleni nakanjani iyoba lula ngasekugcineni

Zulu Poems
1970

ukufa kukashaka is a historical drama by elliot zondi first published in 1960 in the bantu later
african treasury series by the university of the witwatersrand press its plot is based on the events
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surrounding the assassination of shaka the mighty zulu king by his two half brothers dingane and
mhlangana aided and abetted by his paternal aunt mkabayi in 1828 the play explores the classic
theme of the tragic hero s fatal flaws hubris and overconfidence shaka s ruthless ambition led him
to overstep human boundaries kill with impunity bar his warriors from having families and force
them into endless wars his blind spot seems to have been to put the survival and expansion of the
zulu kingdom first and the welfare of his subjects second against this backdrop mkabayi whose
ambitions for a remarkable zulu nation were more tempered played a decisive role in his downfall
zondi explores arguments both in favor of and against shaka s assassination in a way that allows
the reader to sympathize with his greater vision and his thwarted plan to fight impending
colonialism his dramatization of the conflict between shaka and mkabayi highlights questions of
leadership and nation building that continue to be relevant today

The Rich Man of Pietermaritzburg
2008

in 1994 when south africans were finally seeing the light of freedom and independence three well
respected businesswomen talullah ntuli edna whithead and nkosazana dlamini formed the black
widow society a secret organisation aimed at liberating women trapped in emotionally and
physically abusive relationships by assisting in eliminating their errant husbands for fifteen years
the black widow society operated undetected impeccably run by the triumvirate with the help of
their suave and mysterious hired gun mzwakhe khuzwayo a slick ex convict meticulous in his
responsibilities but as the secret organisation recruits more members the wheels of this well oiled
machine are threatening to fall off will talullah s controlling streak or nkosazana s unfettered
material aspirations jeopardise the future of the black widow society or perhaps one of the new
recruits unsettled by the reality of the elimination of her former husband will lose her nerve and
expose the workings of the group after all this time as the tension mounts black widow society
builds to a chilling and bloody climax that will keep you guessing and riveted until the very last
page

The Three Billy Goats Gruff
2011-05

based upon the author s wide experience of exile the memory of stones is a novel about zadwa a
sophisticated young graduate and her clashes with men who subscribe to traditional attitudes and
values towards women in south africa

ISIHLANGU SAMI
2021-10-08

this moving poetry collection from the booker prize winning author finds strength and hope while
reflecting on the complex issues that have burdened africa first published in 1992 ben okri s
remarkable debut collection features poems that are now considered classics and taught in schools
and universities worldwide here he plays with the mystique of the african continent countering
simplistic narratives of suffering that have been imposed on it with vibrant nuanced portraits of the
traditions and resilience of african peoples an invaluable window onto okri s experiences as a
nigerian immigrant to the united kingdom and as a writer discovering his calling these poems also
speak to universal truths about love injustice and the search for meaning

Ukufa kukaShaka
2021-10-01

the grumble of the music the corridors the streets of durban the heat the sweat the voices the loss
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everything

Zihlangene phezulu
2023-09-01

when a girl calls brunette a coconut the siyagruvers suddenly notice the differences between life in
the suburbs and life in the townships

Black Widow Society
2007

stories with magic inspire us to believe in hope and dreams how will anyone recognize real life
miracles if they have not learned about magic from stories our story magic is a collection of
enchanting and compelling african folklore tales written for children with illustrations by artists
from kwazulu natal south africa read and share these stories with the love that went into the
writing of them some of the magical titles in this collection include sun and the moon queen of the
tortoises moonlight magic dad is eating ashes the singing dog jojela s wooden spoon and sunset
colors this translation is in the south african language isizulu

The Hidden Life of Hanna Why
2004

set in soweto outside johannesburg between two worlds is one of the most important novels of
south africa under apartheid originally published under the title muriel at metropolitan the novel
was for some years banned on the grounds of language derogatory to afrikaners even as it received
worldwide acclaim it was later issued in the longman african writers series but has for some years
been out of print and unavailable this broadview edition includes a new introduction by the author
describing the circumstances in which she wrote between two worlds

Dancing in the Dust
2000

the first the english and zulu dictionary dictionary was published in 1958 by wits unviersity press
and compiled by c m doke and b w vilakazi intended as a companion to the zulu english dictionary
compiled by doke and vilakazi first published 1948 by wits university press the first combined
edition with english isizulu isizulu english was published in 1990 and remains the definitive
authority a vised isizulu orthography is introduced in this fourth edition in line with the approved
pansalb 2008 orthography revisions undertaken under the auspices and control of the wits
language centre johannesburg

The Memory of Stones
2024-02-13

written by a life long language practioner who has spoken isixhosa since childhood this grammar
represents a significant advance in understanding the structure of isixhosa the language of more
than 8 million south africans in this ground breaking book isixhosa is described in its own right
freeing it from preconceived grammatical ideas derived from european languages all the features of
the language are portrayed in this revisionist grammar that reinvents isixhosa as a language with
its own genius all students of isixhosa urgently need this book both mother tongue speakers and
those studying isixhosa as a second or third language have to take cognisance of this new approach
to escape the restrictions imposed by a eurocentric bias it is essential to authors of textbooks and
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those who prescribe syllabi it is also of significance for those attempting to gain insight in the
structure of related african languages

An African Elegy
2020-09-28

xhosa oral poetry has defied the threats to its integrity over two centuries to take its place in a free
south africa this volume establishes the background to this poetic re emergence preserving and
transmitting the voice of the xhosa poet

Rumblin'
2003

the search for a means to an end to apartheid erupts into conflict between a black township youth
and his old fashioned black teacher

Mom's Taxi
2014-09

this collection of essays and reviews represents the most significant and comprehensive writing on
shakespeare s a comedy of errors miola s edited work also features a comprehensive critical history
coupled with a full bibliography and photographs of major productions of the play from around the
world in the collection there are five previously unpublished essays the topics covered in these new
essays are women in the play the play s debt to contemporary theater its critical and performance
histories in germany and japan the metrical variety of the play and the distinctly modern
perspective on the play as containing dark and disturbing elements to compliment these new essays
the collection features significant scholarship and commentary on the comedy of errors that is
published in obscure and difficulty accessible journals newspapers and other sources this collection
brings together these essays for the first time

Umlingo Wezindaba
2004-02-13

set in nineteenth century rural africa fiela s child tells the gripping story of fiela komoetie and a
white three year old child benjamin whom she finds crying on her doorstep for nine years fiela
raises benjamin as one of her own children but when census takers discover benjamin they send
him to an illiterate white family of woodcutters who claim him as their son what follows is benjamin
s search for his identity and the fundamental changes affecting the white and black families who
claim him everything a novel can be convincing thought provoking upsetting unforgettable and
timeless grace ingoldby new statesman fiela s child is a parade that broadens and humanizes our
understanding of the conflicts still affecting south africa today francis levy new york times book
review a powerful creation of time and place with dark threads of destiny and oppression and its
roots in the almost biblical soil of a storyteller s art christopher wordsworth the guardian the
characters in the novel live and breathe and the landscape is so brightly painted that the trees
birds elephants and rivers of old south africa are characters themselves a book not to miss kirkus
reviews

Between Two Worlds
1978

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
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base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as
no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Uthingo lwenkosazana
1980

poppie s contented childhood ends when she marries moves to cape town and later is forced to
resettle apart from her husband the drama of the soweto and sharpeville uprisings are vividly
portrayed

The Wrath of the Ancestors
1992

the course of true love never did run smooth threatened with life in a convent or a death penalty
rebellious hermia defies her father s wishes to marry demetrius and plans to elope with her true
love lysander she confides in her best friend helena unaware that she secretly loves demetrius in
the hopes of winning his heart helena confesses the plan to demetrius and all four escape to the
forest setting in motion a night of magic and mayhem that will change them forever deep in the
forest an argument between oberon and titania the fairy king and queen has unexpected
consequences when the effects of a magical plant causes titania to fall in love with an enchanted
stranger when the four lovers cross paths with the fairy king the plant s magic is once again put to
use but a simple mistake results in a hilarious miscommunication a midsummer night s dream is
one of shakespeare s most recognisable comedies a mystical magical tale of trickery mischief and
mistaken identity staged is a beautifully designed six part collection of shakespeare s most beloved
works and the archetypes that they popularised celebrating the genius of the bard and the tropes
that remain present in best selling ya titles to this day

The Prophetess
2014-05-01

this book showcases current research on language in new media the performing arts and music in
africa emphasising the role that youth play in language change and development the authors
demonstrate how the efforts of young people to throw off old colonial languages and create new
local ones has become a site of language creativity analysing the language of new media including
social media print media and new media technologies and of creative arts such as performance
poetry hip hop and rap they use empirical research from such diverse countries as cameroon
nigeria kenya the ivory coast and south africa this original edited collection will appeal to students
and scholars of african sociolinguistics particularly in the light of the rapidly changing globalized
context in which we live

English-isiZulu / isiZulu-English Dictionary
1987

The Structure of Texts
1964
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The Soft Voice of the Serpent and Other Stories
2016-09-10

The Grammar of isiXhosa
1998

Xhosa Poets and Poetry
1993-01-01

My Children! My Africa! (TCG Edition)
1997

Existence in Black
1992-09

Fiela's Child
2022-10-27

The Most Excellent And Lamentable Tragedy Of Romeo And
Juliet
1991

Uhlelo lwesiZulu
1985

Poppie
2024-02-15

A Midsummer Night's Dream
2018-12-19

African Youth Languages
1993
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Southern African Literature in African Languages
2000-08

Summer's Summer
2008

Learning to Fly and Other Stories
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